Why systematic literature reviews in Fabry disease should include all published evidence.
Fabry disease is an X-linked inherited, progressive disorder of lipid metabolism resulting from the deficient activity of the enzyme α-galactosidase. Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with recombinant agalsidase, with intravenous infusions of either agalsidase beta or agalsidase alfa, is available and clinical experience now exceeds 15 years. There are very few randomised, placebo-controlled clinical trials evaluating the outcomes of ERT. Data are often derived from observational, registry-based studies and case reports. Pooled analysis of data from different sources may be limited by the heterogeneity of the patient populations, outcomes and treatment. Therefore, comprehensive systematic literature reviews of unpooled data are needed to determine the effects of ERT on disease outcomes. A systematic literature search was conducted in the Embase and PubMed (MEDLINE) databases to retrieve original articles that evaluated outcomes of ERT in patients with Fabry disease; the outcome data were analysed unpooled. The literature analysis included the full range of published literature including observational studies and case series/case reports. Considerable heterogeneity was found among the studies, with differences in sample size, statistical methods, ERT regimens and patient demographic and clinical characteristics. We have demonstrated the value of performing an unpooled systematic literature review of all published evidence of ERT outcomes in Fabry disease, highlighting that in a rare genetic disorder like Fabry disease, which is phenotypically diverse, different patient populations can require different disease management and therapeutic goals depending on age, genotype, and disease severity/level of organ involvement. In addition, these findings are valuable to guide the design and reporting of new clinical studies.